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Outcomes of the Case Reports

We asked doctors for cases of VAE therapy in cancer patients which they

regarded to show a clinically significant outcome connected to VAE therapy.

The recruitment strategy included requests via email lists and meetings as

well as contacts from a qualitative study with expert doctors in VAE therapy.

We assessed the cases for relevance (clinically significant outcome in

comparison with the literature), and ran them through a validation process:

check for data completeness; triangulation of the data from different sources;

reevaluation of crucial diagnostic and follow-up tests; discussion with

experts. All patients/relatives gave informed consent.

Viscum album extracts (VAE) have been intensively investigated preclinically

and clinically, particularly with regard to antitumoral activity,

immunomodulation, quality of live, survival and safety. Doctors with high

experience in VAE therapy describe treatment regimens and clinically

significant outcomes not reported in published studies of VAE. Similar to the

NCI Best Case Series Program, we investigated these additional

experiences in high quality CARE guideline compliant case reports.

We thank the Stiftung Integrative Medizin, Stuttgart, Germany for financial

support.

111 cases were recruited. 91 cases were excluded in the assessment

process, mainly for relevance and validity. 9 cases were published in peer-

reviewed medical journals1–9, 11 are still being investigated. Older patient

data often were incomplete and made validation impossible. The published

case reports cover the tumor sites: skin1,2, pancreas3,4, kidney5, ovary6,

pleura7, skull8 and lymphatic tissue9. VAE was administered subcutaneously,

intravenously and intralesionally. In some of the cases unusually high

dosages of VAE were used. Outcomes were long-term survival, tumor

regression, improvement of quality of life and reduced side effects from

cancer treatment.
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Conclusion
Significant clinical observations of VAE therapy could be captured,

elaborated scientifically and published as case reports in peer-reviewed

medical journals. Our search and elaboration procedure could be a model of

how to capture relevant clinical experience.
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Validation Process

Selection Process

Has the course of the patient 
been documented seamlessly?

How special/relevant is this case 
regarding the current literature?

Is the presentation of the 
case complete and sound?

How did the patient 
experience this course?

Can all data of the patient record be validated with facts from diagnostics? 
How are the original data interpreted within the current knowledge in this field? 

Are there aspects from new findings in this area of medicine? 
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Tumor Regression Long-term Survival Improved of Quality of Life

Lymphoma ● ● ●
Malignant Melanoma ● ● ●
Merkel Cell Carcinoma ● ●
Renal Cell Carcinoma ● ● ●
Ovarian Cancer ● ●
Pancreatic Cancer (A) ● ● ●
Pancreatic Cancer (B) ● ●
Malignant Pleural Mesothelioma ● ● ●
Skull Metastasis ● ● ●
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Host Tree Subcutaneous Intravenous Intralesional
Lymphoma Pini ● ●
Malignant Melanoma Mali, Mali spez, Quercus, 

Quercus F, Pini ● ● ●
Merkel Cell Carcinoma Abietis ●
Renal Cell Carcinoma Abietis ● ●
Ovarian Cancer Mali, Pini ●
Pancreatic Cancer (A) Fraxini, Salicis ● ●
Pancreatic Cancer (B) Quercus ●
Malignant Pleural Mesothelioma Pini, Fraxini ● ●
Skull Metastasis Fraxini ● ●
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